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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the complete MOSFET
model developed for circuit simulation. The model de-
scribes all transistor characteristics as functions of
surface potentials, which are calculated iteratively at
each applied voltage under the charge-sheet approxi-
mation. The key idea of this development is to put as
much physics as possible into the equations describing
the surface potentials. Since the model includes both
the drift and the di�usion contributions, a single equa-
tion is valid from the subthreshold to the saturation
regions. The uni�ed treatment of our model allows all
transistor characteristics to be calculated without any
nonphysical �tting parameters. Additionally the calcu-
lation time is drastically reduced in comparison with a
conventional piece-wise model.

1 Introduction
Till now it is believed that physically based implicit

model including iteration procedures is computation-
ally expensive and hence is not suitable for circuit
simulation. Therefore, most of models are in closed
form, describing transistor characteristics with analyt-
ical equations using radical simpli�cations [1]. These
are the drift approximation, the channel length mod-
ulation, and the charge sharing approximation to in-
clude the short-channel e�ects. Other approaches are
even though based on surface potentials as basic func-
tions, either not all of the small geometry e�ects are
included or some simplifying assumptions are made to
save CPU time [2]. This results in loss of consistency,
and thus no clear advantage could be demonstrated.

Pao and Sah have shown that the inclusion of the
di�usion contribution together with the drift one re-
sults in smooth transitions among operating modes
with a single equation [3]. It has been shown that
the current equation is written analytically as a func-
tion of surface potentials only at the source side �S0
and the drain side �SL under the charge-sheet approx-
imation [4]. We have developed the model further to
complete equations for circuit simulation by including
the short-channel e�ect explicitly. The model was im-
plemented into our standard circuit simulator TITAN.
Our results show that correct development and treat-
ment of the drift-di�usion approximation bring on a
big advantage in circuit simulation, even if iterative
procedures to calculate �S0 and �SL are included.

2 Model Description
Our new MOSFET model is based on the charges

controlled by voltages [5]. The basic equations for
the inversion layer charge Qi and the depletion layer

charge Qb are written at position y along the channel
with the e�ective gate voltage V 0

G

Qi(y) = �Cox(V
0

G � �S(y))�Qb(y) (1)

Qb(y) = �qNsubLD
p
2�(�S(y)� Vbs)� 1 (2)

where q; Cox; Nsub; LD, and �S are the electronic
charge, the oxide capacitance, the substrate doping
concentration, the Debye length, and the surface po-
tential at position y, respectively. The bulk voltage is
denoted by Vbs, and the thermal voltage by �. Ow-
ing to the charge neutrality the gate charge Qg is the
negative sum of Qi and Qb.

The inclusion of the short-channel e�ect is done by
introducing the lateral electric �eld Ey as [6]

V 0

G = Vgs +�V 0

G � Vfb (3)

�V 0

G =
�si

Cox

r
2�si

qNsub

(�S(y)� Vbs)Eyy (4)

Eyy =
dEy

dy
(5)

which is the result of integrating the charge under the
Gauss law at the gate voltage Vgs with the at-band
voltage Vfb. The gradient of the lateral electric �eld
Eyy is extracted from measured threshold voltage Vth.
At threshold �V 0

G is represented by �Vth, which is the
threshold voltage Vth reduction of the short-channel
transistor from the long-channel one.

For circuit simulation all charge values on each node
should be known. Therefore integrations of charges
along the channel are necessary. The resulting charges
QI , QB , and QG are independent of position [1]. The
integration by position y is rewritten by potential
�S(y), which results in �nal analytical equations be-
ing functions of the surface potentials �S0 and �SL,
only. The integrations and the derivatives of all equa-
tions required for circuit simulation can be expressed
analytically in a straightforward but lengthy way.

The surface potentials are calculated iteratively.
The potential �S0 is calculated by solving the Poisson
equation. For �SL the drift-di�usion approximation is
solved iteratively in a form

��SL = ��S0 + �Vds + ln
Qi(L)

Qi(0)
(6)

under the assumption that the Fermi potential dif-
ference between the source side and the drain side is
equal to the drain voltage Vds.
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The only �tting parameters which cannot be known
from process ow, are those related to the mobility.
These values are �tted to measured or numerically
simulated I�V characteristics, or are taken from stan-
dard values [7].

3 Computational Aspects
It is a prerequisite for the model to be used in stan-

dard circuit simulation, that the surface potentials �S0
and �SL are computed very e�ciently for every set of
applied voltages.

As the Poisson equation and Eq. 6 are implicit,
approximations or iterative methods are necessary.
The di�culty here is that the accuracy requirements
may become very severe in certain situations, as was
pointed out by Turchetti and Masetti [8]. This was the
reason for us to apply a classical Newton method, al-
though in literature a variety of alternative approaches
has been reported [4,9]. Our implementation is care-
fully damped mainly for preventing program aborts
(e.g. due to negative arguments of square root) and
for improving convergence. For numerical reasons Eq.
6 is rewritten in exponential form. Special care is
taken to avoid numerical cancellation, which can be
achieved by rearranging parts of the equations. As ini-
tial guess for Newton's procedure we use values based
on simpli�ed analytical solutions, or - at least in time
domain analysis, where the voltage changes for subse-
quent calls of the model routine tend to be small - the
solution of previous iterations. The convergence cri-
teria are defaulted to 10�12 for the surface potentials
and 10�7

� COX for the defect of the Poisson equa-
tion, which proved to yield su�ciently accurate and
smooth transistor characteristics and derivatives. The
number of iterations required to obtain convergence is
typically between 1 and 7; further improvements are
possible. The average number of iterations for a real
application within the circuit simulation is typically
between 2 and 3 (see Table 1), which is quite satis-
factory. Until now we have not observed a failure of
convergence (i.e. more than 20 iterations).

Table 1: Run Statistics for Di�erent Examples

circuit inverter chain freq. divider freq. divider
(2 stages) (64 stages)

# of transistors 16 36 194
model new/convent. new/convent. new/convent.

# of timepoints 441/456 1179/1198 22822/23385
# of iterations (circuit equations) 854/896 2050/2031 62955/63607
average # of iterations for �S0 3.0/- 2.8/- 2.8/-
average # of iterations for �SL 2.2/- 2.1/- 2.0/-

CPU time for model evaluation (sec) 6/9 30/48 4269/6806
CPU time total transient analysis (sec) 7/11 38/56 4600/7160

4 Results
Instead of real transistor and its measurements,

�rst, we used simulated results with the mixed
mode device/circuit simulator MEDUSA, which treats
MOSFETs in full 2 dimensions [10].

Comparisons of DC results with those of MEDUSA
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the Lpoly = 0:2�m
case at Vbs = 0. Due to the consistent description
of our model, only 11 �tting parameters, including
the temperature variation and the Vbs dependence, are
su�cient for all channel lengths.
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Figure 1: Comparison of I-V characteristics for
Lpoly = 0:2�m. Solid lines are with our model and
open circles are results with MEDUSA.

Figure 3 shows calculated intrinsic capacitances as
a function of Vgs for Lpoly = 10�m. Due to both
the drift and the di�usion contributions smooth tran-
sitions from the subthreshold region to the linear, and
further to the saturation region are realized. These
smooth transitions with a single equation are not only
important for physical reasons, but also to keep consis-
tency within the model. This consistency is important
to reduce calculation time in circuit simulation. Ta-
ble 1 shows some run statistics on test circuits for our
model in comparison with a conventional model simi-
lar to BSIM2 for several examples. All computations
were done on an HP9000 Series 750 workstation. The
time for model evaluation includes the model frame,
i.e. overlap capacitances, substrate diodes and so on,
which is identical for both models.

Our new model includes two iteration procedures,
one for �S0 and for �SL. Although accuracy require-
ments are severe, the average number of iterations per
model call is moderate. The number of iterations for
solving the circuit equations, as well as the number
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Figure 2: Comparison of I-V characteristics for
Lpoly = 0:2�m.

of timesteps are not much di�erent from those for the
conventional model.
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Figure 3: Calculated 9 independent intrinsic capaci-
tances with our model for Lpoly = 10�m as a function
of Vgs.

This is contrary to the Park et al. observation [2].
The reason is that the conventional model used for our
comparison had smooth transitions between di�erent
modes of operation. The resulting CPU time reduc-
tion of our new model is remarkable even for small cir-
cuits. Park et al. have tried to reduce the CPU time
by approximating functions for �S0 and �SL, elimi-
nating iteration procedures [2]. However, the price to
be paid for this approach is loss of consistency, and
additional expense for the evaluation of nonphysical,
more complex equations and �tting functions. So their

model tends to be more expensive than a conventional
one.
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Figure 4: Comparison of an inverter chain response
calculated with our model implemented into the cir-
cuit simulator TITAN and MEDUSA. The poly-gate
lengths are 0.6 �m for n-channel and 0.7 �m for p-
channel transistors. The channel width is equal to 20
�m.

Figure 4 shows the response of a CMOS in-
verter chain simulated with our new model compar-
ing with MEDUSA results. Our model reproduces the
MEDUSA result, not only the delay but also the to-
tal waveform, without any �tting parameters even in
parasitic capacitances.
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Figure 5: Comparison of a cascode output resistance
calculated with our model in TITAN and MEDUSA.

Figure 5 shows a cascode (cf. Fig. 6) output resis-



tance Ri (= �v=�i) for two di�erent channel lengths.
Our model describes perfectly the saturation behav-
ior, which is relevant for analog applications. Due to
the increase of the high �eld e�ect, the gradient of
the saturation region is supressed for reduced channel
length. The deviation of our model from MEDUSA
around 0:5V is due to the charge-sheet approximation,
which will be improved in the near future.
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i

Figure 6: Schematic of a cascode used for Fig. 5.

A 23 stage ring oscillator is studied to verify our
model for real applications. The calculated frequency
was compared with measurements and also with re-
sults using the conventional model. Figure 7 shows
relative errors of simulated results from measurements
for di�erent channel lengths at Vbs = 0. The measure-
ments show larger deviation among di�erent chips for
shorter channel length and smaller power supply volt-
age Vdd. The deviations of the long channel (cf. the
arrow a) and the short channel (cf. the arrow b) cases
are depicted in the �gure. Even though we have not
introduced any �tting parameters to our calculations,
the error is within the measurement deviation. On
the contrary, the conventional model shows the clear
applied voltage dependent deviation from the mea-
surements, although it has approximately three times
more �tting parameters than our model. This is due to
the inaccurate physics behind the model description.

5 Conclusion

Our newly developed MOSFETmodel describes the
whole range of applied voltages with a single equation
due to the drift-di�usion approximation. All equa-
tions needed for circuit simulation are functions of
the surface potentials, which are calculated iteratively.
A single parameter set with a few �tting parameters
is su�cient for a geometry range from long-channel
transistors to channel lengths down to 0:2�m due to
the consistent incorporation of the short-channel ef-
fect. We have shown here that our newly developed
precise MOSFET model, though including iteration
procedures, leads to signi�cant reduction of calcula-
tion time, which is mainly due to its consistency and
fast convergence of the internal iteration loops. This
revolutionary fact allows us to use such precise MOS-
FET model in standard circuit simulation, which was
previously considered to be impractical.
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Figure 7: Relative deviation of calculated frequency
results from measurements for a 23 stage ring oscilla-
tor. Solid lines are with our model and broken lines
are with a conventional model similar to BSIM2.
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